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9.. Appendices 

9.19.1 Appendix  A - Some pictures  of  GPs from  the Crab pulsar 

9.1.11 Stokes parameters 
Thee six panels of Figure 9-1 show the two strongest GPs from the Crab pulsar at 382, 825 
andd 1405 MHz (top to bottom). Note that the horizontal time scales are very different. 
Withh a period of 33.5 ms the durations of the GPs can be determined from the pulse 
phasee along the horizontal axis; these are indicated under each panel. 
Thesee GPs were taken from the multi-frequency observation and although they are the 
strongestt found in each band, they are not as strong as some Crab GPs that were observed 
withh all 14 telescopes in tied-array configuration (and with 10 MHz bandwidth). 
Pleasee note that for clarity the position angle is shown twice; by definition the position 
anglee can only have values between -n/2 and +7U/2, but the range in the graphs runs from 
-711 to +7i, so each point can be found twice with a vertical separation of TT. 
Mostt visible in the first two panels of Figure 9-1 is the offset in the off-pulse regions 
betweenn the total power (black) and the polarised power (red); this offset is just the power 
off  the unpolarised background noise. Please note that the position angle of the linear 
polarisationn is almost constant over the duration of the GP. 
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Figuree 9-1 Stokes parameter plots of the two strongest GPs found in the observations at the three sky 
frequenciess 382, 825 and 1405 MHz. 

9.1.22 Power distribution over a few MHz 
Thee eight panels of Figure 9-2 show the very same giant pulse from the Crab pulsar at 
8255 MHz. They show the total power, the powers in the circular and linear polarisations 
andd the position angles of the latter. The last graph is the sum of all the frequency 
channelss of the 16-point complex FFT, the only one to show unpolarised power. The first 
sevenn pictures are from adjacent, 1 lA MHz wide, bands; they show the uncorrected 
mannerr in which the power is distributed. 
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Figuree 9-2 eight times the same GP observed at 825 MHz. The first seven panels show the GP in 
adjacentt 1 % MHz-wide bands. The last panel is the sum of eight of these bands covering 10 MHz. 

9.1.33 Descattering 
Thee first four panels of Figure 9-3 display giant pulses from the Crab at 382 and 
8255 MHz. The bottom traces show the GP as detected and the upper trace shows what 
remainss after the effects of scattering have been reduced with the method as described in 
4.1.. The upper traces after removal seem almost symmetrical except from some trailing 
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after-burstss of power. The last two pictures are observed at 1405 MHz; at that frequency 
theree is hardly any scattering so its reduction is less noticeable. 
Thee GPs in these six panels are the same as the ones shown in Figure 9-1. 

j tSp ii .m.rtj 

Figuree 9-3 the same strongest GPs from Figure 9-1 in the bottom (black) traces (with some 
smoothing);; the upper (red) traces show them with little or no scattering from the interstellar 

medium. . 
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9.29.2 Appendix  B - - Modifications  of  the FFB made at WSRT. 
Thee following is a random summary of the design and construction errors that were found 
inn the flexible filter bank (FFB) that required change or modification, together with their 
solutions.. Unless stated otherwise, the author, with help from Hans Weggemans and 
Harmm Jan Stiepel from WSRT, made all changes. References like U7, R15 and C36 are 
takenn from the original schematics supplied by Caltech. Where possible and relevant, 
thesee references were also used in the definitive schematics made at WSRT. 

9.2.11 DC removal circuits 
Thee signals processed by the FFB are wide band noise signals with a near Gaussian 
distributionn around zero; the pulsar manifests itself as a periodic increase in the amplitude 
off  these signals, as if the incoming noise is amplitude-modulated (AM). Even though a 
pulsarr emits its wide band power periodically, a spectrum of this incoming signal will not 
showw a peak at this period. 
Inn order to find the pulsar signal it is essential to 'detect' the incoming signal; this can be 
donee by 'rectifying' the signal (i.e. taking the absolute value of the incoming voltage) as 
iss done in AM radios. In pulsar observations, however, it is preferred to square the 
incomingg signal, because the result of that transformation has the dimension of power and 
hencee is proportional to the power emitted by the pulsar (and other sources of power, i.e. 
thee sky and the receivers). 
Inn any case, the symmetric Gaussian signal after detection will be highly non-symmetric 
(X22 with one degree of freedom) and has an average that is greater than zero. This signal 
iss usually smoothed (sometimes referred to as integrated) by a low pass filter and then 
digitallyy sampled and stored onto some recording medium (hard disk or tape). This 
bandwidthh reduction (or on-board integration) allows for a lower sampling rate and hence 
aa reduced data storage rate. 
Figuree 9-4, Figure 9-5 and Figure 9-6 show examples of what these signals look like. 

Figuree 9-4 incoming 'Gaussian' noise signal T, with zero mean and unity standard deviation. 
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Figuree 9-5 the same signal but squared, T2; the mean is now equal to the standard deviation of the 
originall signal and the standard deviation is \2 times the original one. 

Figuree 9-6 the squared signal T2S smoothed by reducing the bandwidth by a factor 32, the average is 
stilll unity but the (now almost Gaussian) variations around it are much smaller. 

Forr a typical FFB observation with a channel bandwidth of 1 MHz and a sampling period 
off  100 p.s the total bandwidth reduction is a factor 400. From the pictures above it will be 
clearr that, particularly with such a high bandwidth reduction, the variations around the 
meann value, i.e. the DC level, will be very small as compared to this level itself. As long 
ass there are no other signals that interfere, this DC level is just a constant offset and 
containss no relevant information. 
Too eliminate this offset the original FFB design used a number of passive first-order high 
passs networks. This allowed the deviations around the offset - which after all contain the 
desiredd information of the pulsar signal - to be properly amplified and sampled. 
Unfortunately,, the resulting time constant of these three first-order RC networks (a 
resistorr and a capacitor) was approximately 0.1 s, so that the power at all frequencies in 
thee pulsar power spectrum under 10 Hz were reduced, if not almost eliminated. 
Figuree 9-7 shows the effect of this in a simulated detection; the profile on the left resulted 
fromm an infinitely large time constant, the one on the right from a time constant similar to 
thee one of the FFB. The most noticeable effects of the too small time constant are the 
reducedd height of the pulse and the undershoot at the end of the pulse. The DC 
componentt of both profiles is zero. 

Thee pulse profile and the undershoot on the right closely resemble a profile actually 
measuredd of B0809+74 (1.3 s period). 
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Figuree 9-7 effect of a long high pass time constant and one well below the pulsar period. 

Alll  the time constants in question are from first-order RC networks. An effective way of 
increasingg these time constants would have been either to increase the resistance and/or 
thee capacitance. 
Increasingg the first would have had serious detrimental effects on the already considerable 
andd unwanted DC offsets of the various existing amplifiers. Increasing the capacitance 
wouldd have meant replacing the capacitors with bigger ones, for which there simply was 
noo place on the printed circuit boards. 
Off  course it would be preferable to have a time constant, of say a few hundreds of 
seconds,, that would prevent any visible undershoot for even the longest known pulsar 
periods.. However, a serious drawback of this is that it would take several times that time 
constantt before the electronic network would be sufficiently settled, so that the following 
2-bitt digitiser could be calibrated and subsequently an observation could be started. 

Soo the need arose to have at least a choice of values for a single DC removing time 
constant,, ranging from a few to a few hundred seconds, preferably under control of the 
computerr on-board the FFB and preferably without the drawbacks of long settling times. 
Ass will be explained in paragraph 9.2.2, the variable gain amplifier on the detector boards 
couldd not really be used to control the gain during an observation and had been taken out 
off  the signal path, but it was still mounted on the printed circuit board, all other 
connectionss intact. It was then that the idea arose to use this device in a control loop to 
removeremove the DC, using the variable gain (also still under computer control) to determine 
thee time constant. With such control in place, all post-detection stages could be DC 
coupledd and hence all the undesirable high pass RC networks removed. 
Itt will not be immediately clear how a time constant can be controlled with the variable 
gainn of an amplifier, so below is a description of the principle used on a simplified 
versionn of the schematics; the full set of schematics is in the relevant FFB hardware 
manuall  at WSRT. 

Figuree 9-8 shows the input voltage to the circuitry on the left - Vin - that gets its signal 
fromm the output of the square-law detector. On the right hand side is its output signal -
KutKut - which feeds the two-bit digitiser. The amplification Ae of the various existing 
amplifierss (though in reality dependent on frequency as it contains amongst others the 
tuneablee smoothing filter) may be assumed constant and independent of frequency for the 
relevantt range of low frequencies. Adding the input signal and the feedback signal Vjb is 
donee by a simple network of resistors. In the feedback loop there is first the variable gain 
amplifierr Av followed by an (inverting) integrator j , which is realised with an operational 
amplifier,, a resistor and a capacitor (not shown here), with a time constant % 
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Figuree 9-8 simplified time constant control circuit. 

Thee following equations hold (ƒ is the imaginary unit and co'\s the frequency in radians 
second) ) 

per r 

KutKut = 4 • K + vJb) and V/b =  Vou,  Av  —— 
ƒƒ UJ c ; 

(9.1) ) 

fromm which follows that the overall transfer function / / i s given by 

H{(o)H{(o) = YouL = A „ . J«" 
V;, V;, 11 + j COT 

withh x = 
A-A A-A 

(9.2) ) 

Fromm the expression for H can be seen that for 'DC signals' (where co = 0) — there is no 
transferr and that the whole network behaves as an amplifier Ae followed by a single first-
orderr high pass filter with a time constant rwhich depends only on Av as the other factors 
aree constant. 
Withh typical values for Ae of 200, r, of 400 and Av in the range 0.01.. 1 the apparent time 
constantt r could be chosen from 2..200 seconds. 
Ass the overall gain for co » 1/ris still Ae as in the original design, no other changes were 
necessaryy to preserve the proper functioning of the surrounding circuits. 
Ann added benefit of this scheme is that there are no capacitors to charge or discharge 
whenn the circuit is changed from a time constant of 2 to 200 seconds. As a result of this, 
thee channels were first allowed to settle at the lowest values of the time constant and then 
sett at the required values just prior to the observation. 
Thee additional circuitry, basically the inverting integrators, was realised on printed circuit 
boardss made at WSRT as a 'piggyback' on the FFB detector boards. 
Too remove any residual DC offset (more noticeable at higher values of the time constant), 
eachh channel was given an adjustable trimmer that, for easy reach, was mounted at the 
frontt end of each detector board. 

9.2.22 Automatic Gain Controls (AGCs) 

9.2.2.19.2.2.1 Origin al pro vision sfor gain con trol. 

Thee original design of the FFB had two provisions for some form of gain control, i.e. an 
analoguee (4-quadrant) multiplier, which was used as an amplifier with a variable gain 
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betweenn 0 and 1, followed by the adjustable upper and lower threshold of the 2-bit 
digitiser.. As there is no DC component in the signal, the middle threshold was fixed at 
'ground'' level. These two subsystems were directly coupled to each other. Unfortunately, 
thesee provisions were of little, if any, use. The two main reasons were: 

1)) Poor grounding caused cross talk from other channels to become rather noticeable 
whenn the attenuation of the amplifier was set to lower levels. 

2)) Reducing the amplification also reduced the maximum swing of the output signal of 
thee multiplier proportionally. Due to this, the upper and lower thresholds had to be set at 
smallerr values for the digitiser to minimise the distortion from digitisation. The combined 
effectt of this change in amplification and in thresholds, however, was that the overall gain 
remainedd unchanged. 

Inn order to minimise the effects of cross talk, the amplitude of the proper signal should be 
sett at the highest possible level which was determined by the maximum 1 Volt input 
rangee of the variable amplifier. As the noisy signal here has a Gaussian distribution and in 
orderr to avoid too much clipping of the amplifier due to 'n-sigma peaks*  in the signal, we 
onlyy used half that range. Until the advent of the advanced Automatic Gain Controls 
(AGCs),, the signal levels were controlled with 8x2 manually operated attenuators that 
weree already present in WSRT's signal path. 

9.2.2.29.2.2.2 Advanced AGCs. 

Thee manual control of the signal levels was a rather tedious affair because when for 
instancee a filter setting changed, all 8x2 levels had to be readjusted. It wil l not come as a 
surprisee that some efforts were put into the development of proper automatic gain control 
forr the analogue signals. 
Thee level that had to be kept constant was the RMS of the detected signal at the point of 
thee 2-bit digitisers, so that the best setting of the latter's thresholds could be used. In order 
too always feed the filter bank with the required signal strength, it was decided to insert the 
8x22 new units in the signal path at the upstream side of the filter bank. 
Thee design considerations were: 

a.. the range over which the attenuation can be controlled must cover at least 55 dB 
(i.e.. a factor 560 in gain ) to cover for different numbers of radio telescopes in 
thee array and the full range of filter settings (bandwidth and smoothing), 

b.. the bandwidth, over which the RMS at the digitiser inputs is measured, must 
coverr at least 1.25 MHz (half the maximum bandwidth of one of the four channels 
inn a 10 MHz WSRT band) and 

c.. the time constant of the control loop must have a low value for a short settling 
timee and a high value to avoid pulse shape distortion (see 9.2.1); switching 
betweenn those two values may not introduce any disturbance (for instance due to 
chargingg of capacitors). 

Thiss is not the place to go into the details of the design and the realisation of the AGC; it 
shouldd be sufficient to remark that the unit not only met the specifications, but also made 
itt a lot easier to make observations with the filter bank. 

AA range as large as a factor 560 in a control loop is difficult to realise with linear electronics. In order to 
handlee gain variations around a gain of, say, 500 as smoothly as variations around 5, an element with a 
logarithmicc transfer function was used. 
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Thee final integration of the AGC and the DC removal unit (DCR) led to an interesting 
controll  problem, caused by the square-law detectors as a non-linear part of the signal 
path.. An added complication is that the DCR control loop is inside the loop of the AGC. 
Considerr the following two scenarios: 

A,, The signal strength at the input of the digitisers is too high but the DC is properly 
removed. . 
Thee AGC wil l start reducing its gain and hence the amplitude of the signal into 
thee square-law detector will decrease, and so will the DC level of its output. In the 
initiall  condition the DCR had removed the DC from the detector, so a negative 
DCC level wil l now start to grow. It should be realised that, due to smoothing, the 
RMSS of the signal near the digitiser wil l be considerably smaller than the RMS of 
thee signal that is leaving the detector. So even a modest change in the gain may 
causee a considerable change (relative to the RMS) in the DC level near the 
digitiser. . 
Thiss has two consequences. Firstly, the AGC will see this shift as part of the 
signall  and wil l draw the (sort of erroneous) conclusion that the signal is increasing 
ratherr than decreasing in strength and hence wil l reduce the gain even more, 
therebyy even further lowering the DC level. This has all the makings of an 
unstablee 'run-away' process. 
Secondly,, the DCR will detect the negative DC offset and will begin to shift it 
towardss positive values. As the action of the DCR is opposite to the effect of the 
actionn of the AGC, the overall control may or may not be stable, depending on 
howw strong and how swift the counter-action of the DCR is. 

B.. The signal strength at the input of the digitisers is too low but the DC is properly 
removed. . 
Noww the AGC wil l start increasing its gain and the resulting increasing DC level 
fromfrom the detector to the digitiser will be seen as extra signal, which wil l 'foor the 
AGCC in thinking that the desired increase in signal strength has been achieved. As 
aa consequence the AGC wil l slow down the increase in gain and the DCR wil l in 
itss own time start removing the DC. As there is no inherent instability, the two 
controll  processes will eventually achieve their goals in an orderly manner. 

Similarr scenarios can be drawn up for the cases where the signal strength is all right, but 
theree is a positive or a negative offset in the DC, Again, one is inherently stable and the 
otherr may be unstable. 
Itt is fair to state that it was quite a challenge to get the overall system stable, for all values 
off  the filter settings and the range of time constants of the AGC and DCR control loops. 

9.2.33 'Forbidden frequencies'. 
Chapterr 3.2.2 describes how the incoming 10 MHz-wide band is split by 4 local 
oscillatorss (LOs) into 4 channels. There is a unit in the filter bank which converts the 
55 MHz timing signal from WSRT's MASER to Fin = 80 MHz. The latter is used to 
supplyy 4 numerically controlled oscillators (NCO of type STEL-1378A), which 
synthesisee the required frequency. An integer quantity DeltaPhase determines the output 
frequencyfrequency Fout according to 

__ Fin-DeltaPhase . , „ , „ . ^„ 
FoutFout = n with DeltaPhase < 231 (9.3) 
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DeltaPhaseDeltaPhase is continuously added to a 32-bit phase register, ignoring the overflow when 
thee register tries to go beyond 232 - 1 . The value of that register can be interpreted as the 
precisee phase of a periodic signal with frequency Fout and is converted via a look-up 
tablee into a digital value corresponding to a sine. A 10-bit digital-to-analogue converter 
andd a low pass filter transform these values into a continuous sinusoidal signal. The value 
off  that phase register Phase over time follows from 

Phase{t)Phase{t) = mod(f • DeltaPhase^2) (9.4) 

withh 'mod' the modulo function and t going in steps of XIFin. 
Inn a note by Kulkarni and Sandhu "NCO Spectrum Simulation" that accompanied the 
filterfilter  bank documentation, the spectral purity of the resulting sinusoid was determined 
andd (quite rightly) found satisfactorily. 
Unfortunately,, the same NCOs are used to generate clock signals for most of the digitally 
controlledd low pass filters. These filters are used to determine the cut-off frequencies of 
thee bandwidth after the mixer and of the smoothing stage (before and after the detectors, 
seee Figure 3-2). The filters are clocked by a binary periodic signal and to this end the 
valuee of the highest bit in the NCO's phase register was used. 
Whenn DeltaPhase is a power of 2, the 'saw tooth'-like output of the phase register is 
completelyy regular, i.e. all periods are equal in length. For any other value some periods 
wil ll  be marginally shorter or longer than the others and only over SCM time steps wil l the 
averagee output frequency equal Fout. SCM - the smallest common multiple of 
DeltaPhaseDeltaPhase and 2 - therefore determines the true periodicity of the signal and in the 
meantimee the momentary frequency will vary around, but never equal, Fout. Especially 
forr high values of SCM (i.e. a long 'true' period) these variations caused a considerable 
amountt of'noise' in the detected signals from all channels, often overpowering the 
signalss from the telescopes. Spectral analysis indeed showed that the frequency 1/SCM 
andd many harmonics thereof were the main cause of the noise; an added complication was 
thatt the duty cycle of the clock signal was no longer symmetric. As a consequence, the 
cut-offf  frequencies could only be set at 50, 25, 12.5 etc kHz when DeltaPhase is a power 
off  2. These NCOs also drive the 2-bit analogue-to-digital converters, but here small 
deviationss play no role. 

9.2,44 'Unsquare' law detectors. 
Inn the filter bank the square-law detector is realised by an analogue, four-quadrant, 
multiplierr and the signal is fed both to its X and Y inputs (not to be confused with X and 
YY polarisations). Due to offsets in the (differential) inputs and the unavoidable input bias 
current,, a typical offset of 21 mV and a maximal offset of 35 mV can be expected from 
thee manufacturer's specifications of this multiplier and the Caltech designed 1 kQ input 
resistor.. This offset must be compared to the typical amplitude of the signal to be squared 
inn order to estimate its effect. For reasons explained in paragraph 9.2.2 the signal level at 
thee 2-bit digitiser is -1 Voltpp (the 'pp' stands for "peak-peak", i.e. between lowest peak 
andd highest peak). The low-frequency gain between the detector and the digitiser is ~280 
butt the bandwidth can be reduced by the low pass smoothing filter in the signal path. 
Assumingg a worst case scenario where the smoothing cut-off frequency is at 50 kHz 
whilee the channel bandwidth is 2x25 kHz - so there is effectively no integration - then the 
outputt of the detector is ~3.6 mVpp so the input may - in absolute value - not exceed 60 
mV. . 
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Figuree 9-9 shows the effects of an offset on the output of the detector, in case there is no 
offset,, or the typical (21 mV) and maximal (35 mV) offsets are present as determined 
above.. The input swing is from -60 to 60 mV. 

o.oi i 

'xx —max 
V_nn I 

fxx - t y p ) 0.005 

0 0 

-0.055 0 0.05 

x x 
n n 

Figuree 9-9 effect of an input offset on the square-law detector. 

Anotherr way of judging the detrimental effect of an input offset on the proper functioning 
off  the square-law detector is shown in Figure 9-10. It displays the detector's output signal 
whenn a sinusoid with an amplitude of 60 mV is input to the detector with the same three 
offsett cases as in Figure 9-9. For illustration only, Figure 9-10 shows a sinusoid but not to 
scale. . 
Thee detector's output can be described as 

VoutVout = (Vin - offset)2 = Vin2 + offset2 + 2  Vin  offset (9.5) 

andd from this expression it is clear that in the case of a non-zero offset, there will be, next 
too the desired squared signal Vin2 also a linear component 2-Vin-offset, directly 
proportionall  to the offset. Unfortunately the pulse can only be found in that squared term; 
inn other words, the offset will have an adverse effect on the SNR of the pulsar signal. 
Assumingg that a Gaussian noise signal is input to the detector, that a 2-sigma interval is 
processedd without any clipping (or saturation) in the circuitry and that the maximal offset 
iss present, then the SNR is just halved. The constant term offset itself has no further 
effectss on the SNR; it is part of the DC component of the signal, which is removed 
anyway. . 

AA comparison between the detector's output in case of the maximal offset and the original 
inputt clearly shows how large the linear term has become. 
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Figuree 9-10 effect of these offsets on a sinusoidal input to the detector; the vertical of the sinusoid in 
thiss figure is not to scale. 

Ass the original design had not catered for a means to eliminate these offsets, the only 
possibilityy was to individually tune the inputs of all 128 square-law detectors (64 
channelss and a 'sine' and 'cosine' signal path). To this end, for each detector the 
impedancee of a resistor was determined, which was to connect the already present (and 
veryy stable) 2.5 Volt reference voltage source with the detector's input. Often two 
resistorss in series were required to reach sufficient accuracy. Typical values were around 
1144 kQ, which works out at an offset of 22 mV, in good accordance with the expected 
typicall  value of 21 mV. In determining the value of the required compensating resistor it 
wass found that it took the machine some 20 minutes to reach thermal equilibrium and the 
variouss offsets had stabilised. 

9.2.55 Clipping LO amplifiers. 
Thee mixers on-board the filter bank are so-called switched diode mixers and require a 
locall  oscillator (LO) signal strength of 7 dBm for optimal performance. 
Thee LO signals with their tuneable frequencies are generated by the STELs on the LO 
boardd and carried to an amplifier, before being split into so-called power dividers and fed 
too the mixers. It was noticed that when the LO signal to a mixer was fed to a spectrum 
analyserr that next to the ground frequency many odd harmonics with considerable 
strengthh were also present. In particular the harmonic with three times the LO frequency 
hadd a relative amplitude of approximately 0.25 (or -6 dB). 
Thiss could have had unwanted effects for pulsar observations with higher DMs. Suppose 
forr instance that a channel was chosen from a 10 MHz WSRT band around 2.5 MHz with 
aa bandwidth of 0.5 MHz to limit the DM smearing. To this end the LO would be set at 
2.55 MHz. As also 7.5 MHz would be fed to the mixer, the same channel would carry 
(albeitt at lA the amplitude) the DM-delayed pulse from 7.5 -2.5 — 5 MHz, a factor of 10 
outsidee the intended bandwidth. 
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Furthermoree it was noticed that the power going into the mixers was 16 dBm, or 9 dB 
abovee the optimal level. 
Bothh these effects could be eliminated by reducing the strength of the LO signal going to 
thisthis amplifier, an ANZAC AMI 10 with a fixed gain of 30 dB. To this end a so-called n 
networkk on the LO board was put in its signal path, reducing the power to the mixers to 7 
dBm.. To compensate for a small dependency on frequency of the power to the mixer, the 
network'ss transfer function was moderately frequency-dependent as well. 
Afterr this modification the strength of the unwanted harmonics (even and odd) of the LO 
frequencyy were all under -40 dB, that is less than 1% in relative amplitude and 
unnoticeable. . 

9.2.66 Unwanted pass-bands from the narrow filter. 
Thee narrow low pass filters were configured in the filter bank in such a way that the cut-
offf  frequency was 1/50 of the input clock frequency from the NCOs (see also 9.2.2). 
Unfortunately,, the transfer function of these filters is more complex as apart from the low 
passs band there are several other pass bands around the clock frequency Fc and multiples 
thereof,, as illustrated in Figure 9-11. 

Figuree 9-11 the multiple pass-bands of the narrow low pass filters (not to scale). 

Soo if the bandwidth-determining cut-off frequency of the low pass filter was chosen for 
sufficientt reduction of the DM smearing, undesired signals would still come through, 
whichh could lead to multiple detection of the same profile. Fortunately, this problem was 
recognisedd and remedied before any spurious detections were made. 
Itt would have been easy if the undesired pass-bands could have been suppressed by an 
overalll  (first order) low pass filter, but the range over which the narrow filters were used 
preventedd this, as the following example will illustrate. 
Thee lowest reasonable setting for the cut-off frequency was around 2.5 kHz, for which an 
Fcc of 125 kHz was required. If we accept attenuation by a factor 30 in amplitude (= -30 
dB)) of the signals in the unwanted pass-band by the overall filter, then we get a filter 
wheree the transfer function already drops 3 dB near 4 kHz. 
Thee highest possible (and useful) setting of the cut-off frequency was 50 kHz. In this 
bandd all frequencies above 4 kHz would be unacceptably affected. 
AA possible, but rather expensive, solution would have been to install very steep filters that 
givee sufficient attenuation between 50 and 125 kHz, but those filters have physical 
dimensionss for which there simply was no room on the detector boards. 
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Thee alternative would be to have filters that are tuneable and which can be set somewhere 
inn that 'factor 50' range. 
Inn the filter bank there are switches that determine whether the signals pass along the 
widee or the narrow bandwidth-determining low pass filters. This presented us with a 
remarkablyy simple solution to the above problem. A relatively simple modification forced 
thee signal to pass through the wide filter at any time, whereby the switches determined 
whetherr or not the signal also passed through the narrow one. By setting the cut-off 
frequencyy of the wide filters it was always possiblee to attenuate the undesired pass-bands 
adequately. . 

9.2.77 Unknown start time of an observation 
Afterr giving the filter bank the command to start an observation, a general reset of all 
circuitryy was done so the machine would always be in the same initial condition. Next a 
gatee was opened to allow a very precise 10-second pulse from WSRT's MASER to reach 
thee circuits that would enable the various counters and clocks. Among these are the STEL 
chips,, which were mentioned in paragraph 9.2.2 and which generate the local oscillator 
frequenciesfrequencies and also drive the low pass filters and generate the clock signal for the signal 
digitisers. . 
Thesee chips do not immediately begin to generate output, but first calculate the 
DeltaPhaseDeltaPhase and then do some more internal organising and settling-in. For all practical 
purposes,, this delay time was random in duration (though it had an upper limit) and hence 
thee actual start time of an observation was unknown. At WSRT we built in a 32-bit 
counter,, which measured the time between the 10-second start tick and the actual start of 
thee observation. As a MASER-linked 10 MHz oscillator clocked the counter, the 
inaccuracyy in determining the actual start time was not more than 100 ns. The counter 
wass implemented in such a way that its value could be read automatically by the on-board 
computer. . 

9.2.88 Loss of data in the buffer board 
Errors,, which happen occasionally, are often hard to find. The filter bank's buffer board, 
whichh decouples the data generation by the detector boards and the data storage onto hard 
disk,, occasionally 'lost' a varying number of samples. As these samples do not carry any 
kindd of timestamp, it was impossible to correct for it afterwards. The problem was known 
too the Caltech staff and was rather puzzling as more of these boards were in use in other 
Caltechh designed machines. The professionalism of Hans Weggemans of WSRT, 
however,, allowed for a quick identification and subsequent remedy of the problems. The 
problemm was caused by the fact that some of the parameters of the board in question were 
suchh that unacceptably high levels of 'ringing' were found in several signal lines. When 
thisthis ringing occasionally exceeded certain thresholds, the circuitry was fooled into 
thinkingg that several instead of just one bit had arrived. With some damping resistors and 
capacitorss in the right places the buffer board proved completely stable. 

9.2.99 The Artificial Pulsar 

Thee Artificial Pulsar (AP) came as part of the FFB shipment to WSRT. It is not a part of 
thee FFB as such, but a stand-alone device that can generate a signal that, after detection, 
lookss like a block-shaped pulse with a controllable signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). The 
pulse-onn and pulse-off are controlled by an external digital signal; at WSRT a frequency 
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synthesiserr was used, locked to the hydrogen MASER, to supply such a stable and 
periodicc signal. 
Onee design error was remedied, two extensions were made to its functionality and a 
calibrationn of the SNR led to the discovery of a rather essential deviation between the AP 
ass it was realised and its Caltech-supplied design schematics. The latter reduced the 
usefull  range of SNRs from 5 orders of magnitude to less than 3, 

9.2.9.19.2.9.1 AP - removal of the saturation of the output power amplifier. 

Duringg the calibration of the AP it was noticed that the amplifier, which was positioned 
betweenn the output level attenuator and the outputs, went into saturation at higher output 
levels.. It required a fixed 12 dB attenuator (actually two 6 dB ones) to prevent this 
amplifierr from clipping at all possible output levels. 

9.2.9.29.2.9.2 AP - addition of a narrow bandwidth output 

Thiss rather minor alteration to the AP was due to the fact that the AP had a 'white' noise 
bandwidthh range of 0..350 MHz. The inputs to the FFB, however, would be fed by WSRT 
withh signals with a frequency range from lV^.l l^MHz ; so using the AP 'as is' would 
feedd far too much power into the input stage of the filter bank. 
Too remedy this, an already available second (also broadband) output was fed via a low 
passs filter with a sharp cut-off at 11 MHz, properly mounted inside the housing of the AP. 

9.2.939.2.93 AP - SNR calibration 

Whenn the signals of two uncorrected noise sources are added electronically, only their 
powerss - proportional to the squares of their amplitudes (in VoltSRMs) - are added; a so-
calledd incoherent addition. If, on the other hand, two signals from the same noise source 
aree added, the amplitude of the resulting signal is just the sum of the individual 
amplitudes. . 
Thee signal of a pulsar can be seen as a periodic source of noise in a continuous and 
uncorrectedd noisy background, their signals incoherently added in the 'voltages' from the 
front-endsfront-ends of the radio telescopes. 
Thee design schematics of the AP which we received from Caltech, show - in 
correspondencee with real pulsar signals - the addition of the signals of two identical but 
independentindependent noise sources, one acting as a constant background and one (attenuated) 
signall  acting as the pulsar's pulse. In Figure 9-12 the relation between the relative degree 
off  attenuation of the 'pulsar' noise source and the resulting SNR is shown as the lower 
(straight)) line with rectangular markers. 
Whenn calibrating the AP so that the sensitivity of the filter bank could be measured by it, 
itt became apparent that the SNR as produced by the AP was not in correspondence with 
thatt expected straight curve. It did, however, correspond with the rather more limited 
rangee as indicated by the upper line as shown with the triangular markers in Figure 9-12. 
Thee latter curve corresponds with the coherent addition of signals from a single noise 
source.. A visual inspection of the AP, when we were making the earlier mentioned 
alterations,, showed that indeed the AP was not built according to the supplied schematics 
butt contained one instead of two noise sources. 
Inn Figure 9-12 the horizontal axis shows the pulse amplitude (itself in VOUSRMS) relative 
too the background amplitude, in units of deciBells as this corresponds with the dials on 
thee AP; the vertical axis shows the resulting SNR on a logarithmic scale. 
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Figuree 9-12 the straight blue line gives the SNR in the case of two independent noise sources, whereas 
thee curved red line corresponds to the case of a single source. 

Thee SNR in the two cases can be calculated with the following two expressions. In these 
expressionss the background noise signal BS and the pulse signal PS have amplitudes in 
VoltSRMS--
Thee definition of the SNR used is 

PowerPulseOnPowerPulseOn - PowerPulseOff PowerPulseOn 
dNKdNK = = 1 PowerPulseOff PowerPulseOff PowerPulseOff PowerPulseOff 

(9.6) ) 

soo that in the case of two independent noise sources the SNR can be calculated with 
incoherentt addition by: 

SNR2SNR2 = 
BSBS22+PS+PS22 . (PS^ 

-\-\ = 
BSBS4 4 BS BS 

(9.7) ) 

whichh explains the straight line in the double logarithmic figure above. 
Thee SNR in the case of a single noise source can be found with coherent addition by: 

SNR\SNR\ = mm<g+&_<g+&_lmlm mSim+2mSim+2.j.jSSS SSS 

BSBS4 4 BS' BS' 
(9.8) ) 

soo SNR1 > SNR2; the relative difference is more noticeable for values of SNR2 « 1. 

Thee fact that the straight line is just under the line that would run through the origin of the 
graphh is due to the fact that the pulse on/off switching device in the AP loses some 10 % 
off  the original amplitude. 
Ass can be seen from the graph, the designed range of SNRs from the AP would have 
spannedd 5 orders of magnitude; eliminating one noise source in the actually built AP 
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reducedd this to almost half that range. It was disappointing that we weren't made aware 
byy Caltech of their decision to reduce the cost of the AP by reducing the number of noise 
sourcess from two to one, at the expense of downgrading its performance. 

9.2,9.49.2,9.4 AP - extension of the SNR range for *giant pulses'. 

Thee set-up of the original AP allowed SNRs up to a value of 2.6. In order to determine 
thee sensitivity of the filter bank for signals that are considerably more powerful, we 
extendedd the high end of the range of available SNRs. This was achieved by placing an 
attenuatorr in the signal path of the background noise signal (see paragraph 9.2.9.3 for a 
descriptionn of the various internal AP signals). This device can switch between 0 and 20 
dBB attenuation; a reduction by a factor of 100 in power. It was mounted on the inside of 
thee AP and a switch, which operates the amount of attenuation, is mounted in the front 
panell  of the AP. The useful range of SNRs was thus extended from 2.6 to 98. 
Thee main reasons for wanting these enormous signal levels are twofold. With short bursts 
off  power it allowed us to study the sensitivity - or rather the deterioration thereof- in the 
casee of strong pulsar signals, like individual pulses from B0329+54 and so-called giant 
pulsess from for instance the Crab pulsar. With longer bursts we could study the dynamic 
behaviourr of both the automatic gain controls and the DC removal circuits, described in 
paragraphss 9.2.2 and 9.2.1. 
Whenn in 'giant pulse*  mode the total output signal level of course drops by some 20 dB, 
butt this is automatically compensated for by the automatic gain controls. 

9.2.100 Wiring of the power supplies - covering common ground. 
Thee FFB, with its many signal-processing stages, both analogue and digital, has many 
powerr supplies. The detector boards alone already require three power supplies, +5 and -5 
Voltt for analogue, and +5 Volt for digital circuitry. Most signal carrying wires have their 
voltagess relative to 'ground' and it is of paramount importance that for each signal-
processingg module a clearly defined single point exists where the 'ground' of the power 
suppliess meets the 'ground' of the signal. In case this is not adhered to then for instance 
DCC offsets can build up, adversely affecting the reliability of logical '0' or ' 1' levels or 
'cross-talk'' between channels because of shared signal currents; both phenomena were 
indeedd observed. This problem was brought to the attention of the staff involved at 
Caltechh during the visit of Hans Weggemans and Lodie Voute in May 1994 by the latter. 
Evenn though some of the wiring had improved when the machine arrived at WSRT, there 
stilll  were multiple 'ground' points where there should have been just one. 
Whenn also some of the power supplies in the filter bank stopped functioning, it was 
decidedd to completely rewire the machine in line with the above considerations. At the 
samee time full use was made of the possibility to use the 'sense' inputs of the power 
suppliess to ensure the right voltage and maximum stability at the points where these 
suppliess were actually needed. 

9.2.111 Wrong polarity, part 1: 'dead channels'. 
Inn the beginning quite a few of the 64 channels were 'dead channels' (i.e. the output was 
completelyy clipped to either the positive or negative supply voltage) or at best had 
considerablee offsets. This problem had also surfaced during the May 1994 visit; a visit 
thatt was scheduled because Caltech had informed ASTRON that the machine was very 
nearr completion and ASTRON wanted an update of its general condition and potential 
pointss of attention. The cause of it lay in the fact that all operational amplifiers and 
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similarr components have offsets, albeit small, at their differential inputs; also these inputs 
requiree a certain, again small, amount of current. These offsets are the result of small 
variationss in the semi-conducting material these 'chips' are made of, and although the 
signn of the offset is fixed for a given chip, there is no way of knowing in advance whether 
thesee offsets will be positive or negative. Without special measures, subsequent 'DC 
coupled'' amplification stages wil l enlarge these asymmetries. Such is indeed the case in 
thee circuitry formed by the buffer stage between the square-law detectors U4 and U5 and 
thee smoothing filter U6. The gain in this circuit is 10 and the amplified offsets of U10, 
Ull  1 and U9 can cause an offset of some  % Volt. The filter U6 subsequently passes on 
thiss randomly polarised offset to the DC blocking circuit C33 and R7. C33 is an 
electrolyticc capacitor with a definite required polarity. In those cases where C33 was 
exposedd to a DC offset of the wrong polarity (negative instead of positive), the capacitor 
wouldd start conducting rather than insulating, causing an offset to the next amplifying 
stage,, described in point 3 below. As the amplification of that stage is 20 times, the 
resultingg DC offset could reach values as low as -5 Volt. Not only was this way outside 
thee range of the 2-bit digitiser at the end of the signal path, but also the capacitor there 
(C36)) would be exposed to the wrong polarity, but that is also discussed below in point 3. 
Too test this hypothesis, the ASTRON representatives during their visit inverted the way 
capacitorr C33 was soldered onto the printed circuit board of several of these dead 
channels.. As a result, these channels became instantly 'alive' again, the capacitors luckily 
nott yet exposed long enough to the wrong polarity to cause permanent damage. It never 
becamee clear why, after the ASTRON representatives had left, these capacitors were 
subsequentlyy returned to their original, but erroneous position, causing these channels to 
goo 'dead* again. The final remedy as installed at WSRT was to install a 120 kQ resistor 
betweenn pin 2 (the inverting input) of operational amplifier U9 and the 2.5 Volt reference 
sourcee and remounting C33 with the opposite polarity as installed by Caltech. In this way 
thee resistor forced a sufficient negative bias to U9's output and hence ensured a definite 
negativee bias for C33's polarity. It was first tried to avoid the 'turning around' of C33 by 
connectingg the resistor to the -5 Volt supply, but the sensitivity at the inputs of U9 is too 
largee and resulted in violent low frequency oscillations of all channels, so-called "motor 
boating". . 
Thiss modification was later removed when all the stages after the square-law detector 
becamee DC coupled and the DC removing circuitry was added, see paragraph 9.2.1. 

9.2.122 Wrong polarity, part 2: 'time bombs' 
Thee circuitry formed by operational amplifiers U12, U13, U14 and U15 (and at the time 
thee 'varamp' U7) are all 'DC coupled'; the amplification in that circuit is approximately 
200 times. Taking into account just the input offset voltage of U12 and U13 as per the 
specificationss of National Semiconductor, one can already expect an offset voltage at the 
outputt of U15 between +0.4 and -0.4 Volt. In practice deviations of up/down to  VA Volt 
weree found, but of course the sign is unpredictable. Capacitor C36, which is there to 
blockk this DC offset from reaching the 2-bit digitiser, is of a so-called electrolytic type. 
Thiss type of capacitor has a definite polarity; applying a small voltage of the wrong 
polarityy wil l sooner or later turn the capacitor into a short circuit. 
Thee 'time bomb' situation was remedied by placing a resistor of 10 kQ between pin 4 
(thee negative 5 Volt power supply) and pin 2 (the inverting input) of operational amplifier 
U155 in all 64 FFB channels. In doing so, the output of U15 was forced up by 
approximatelyy 1 Volt, thus creating a definite positive offset for the electrolytic capacitor 
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C36. . 
Thiss modification was later removed when all the stages after the square-law detector 
becamee DC coupled and the DC removing circuitry was added, see paragraph 9.2.1. 

9.2.133 Replacement of capacitor C36. 
Capacitorss C36 (see also points 2 and 3 above) were of a 'tantalum' type and many of 
themm had, for a prolonged time, been charged with the wrong polarity and were found to 
havee an unacceptably high leak current. 
Afterr the modification as described under point 3, all 64 capacitors were replaced by the 
superiorr 'solid aluminium' types and, like the original ones, with a capacitance of 22 uF 
andd 16 Volt max DC. The extremely small leak current of these capacitors could indeed 
bee ignored. 

9.2.144 EMC/EMI radiation. 
Albert-Jann Boonstra of WSRT did measurements at the observatory shortly after its 
arrivall  to determine the amount of EM radiation coming from the filter bank. This 
radiationn could have detrimental effects on other equipment or even on the sensitivity of 
somee of the radio telescopes near the observatory building. 
Ass no special precautions were taken in the design or housing of the FFB it was indeed 
foundd that the radiation levels were too high and the FFB was subsequently moved inside 
WSRT'ss 'HF cabin'. This is a so-called Faraday cage, used to keep unwanted EM 
radiationn on the inside. 

9.2.155 Nostalgia. 
Onn some of the detector boards, rather than the usual 'metal film' resistors with 1% 
tolerance,, rather old-fashioned carbon resistors with 5 and 10% tolerance were found. 
Ass resistors of this type generate considerably more noise and their high tolerances create 
unwantedd differences between the sensitivities of the various channels, all these resistors 
weree replaced with 1% tolerance 'metal film' resistors. 

9.2.166 Discrepancies between schematics and realisation. 
Quitee a number of discrepancies between the schematics and the actual circuitry inside 
thee FFB were found. They will not be reported here as they were all remedied in the 
completee set of fully up-to-date schematics made by Hans Weggemans of WSRT. 
Itt was a pleasure to notice that even the modifications that the author made without 
correctlyy reporting them were spotted by him and incorporated into these schematics. 

9.2.177 Depth of the control board and all detector boards. 
Thee control board in particular, but also all the detector boards, had printed circuit boards 
thatt were too short, so that the connectors at the back could barely make contact with 
theirr opposite connectors on the VME back plane. 
Too remedy this, all front plates were removed and remounted with a larger offset to 
ensuree proper electrical contacts on all the connector pins. 

9.2.188 Correct connection of the SCSI devices to the on-board computer. 
Attachedd to the on-board FORCE computer were two external SCSI devices, i.e. the 
2.44 GB hard disk and the Exabyte tape drive. It was already known at Caltech that there 
weree many read and write errors to these devices, in particular to the tape drive. A "Small 
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Computerr System Interface" (SCSI) bus is a simple and reliable way of connecting up to 
sevenn external devices to a processor. All these devices are linked to the same 'flat cable' 
andd the bus must be properly terminated at the far end of the flat cable, at or beyond the 
lastt device. In the filter bank, however, these two devices were connected each with their 
ownn flat cable rather than both on a single one and also no terminating resistors were in 
place. . 
Afterr connecting both devices to a single flat cable and installing terminating resistors at 
thee last device (the tape drive) both devices worked according to their specifications. 

9.2.199 Loss of bandwidth when using the wide BW-determining filter. 
Thee output of the wide filter (U20) for determining the bandwidth per channel is of a 
differentiall  nature, i.e. two outputs carrying the same signal but of opposite phase. As the 
nextt stage expects a signal that is relative to ground, a transformer (U30) was used for the 
conversion.. To avoid any DC current from running through this transformer two 
capacitorss C39 and C40 (also C45 and C46) were used of 10 nF each on the primary side. 
Thee transformer has a transfer ratio of 1:1 so the terminating output resistor of 1 kQ at the 
secondaryy side is also 'seen' on the primary side. The serial network of two capacitors of 
100 nF and a resistor of 1 kO has a -3 dB cut-off frequency of-35 kHz. All frequencies 
beloww this frequency wil l not reach the following signal processing stages. At the lowest 
attainablee setting of-150 kHz of this filter, this means that from the frequencies in the 
rangee -150.. +150 kHz a gap around the middle of -35..+35 kHz, or some 25 %, is lost, 
withh the associated loss in SNR. During a major overhaul of the detector boards the 
capacitorss C39 and C40 were replaced with ceramic capacitors of 220 nF, thereby 
virtuallyy eliminating any loss in bandwidth, 

9.2.200 Various faulty components. 
Uponn arrival and later during the rounds of improvements, quite a number of not, or not 
properly,, functioning integrated circuits was found and subsequently replaced. 
Particularlyy prone to malfunction were the ' 8131' wide bandwidth determining (low pass) 
filters. filters. 

9.2.211 Cross talk into all channels marked '6' on each of the detector boards. 
Duringg measurements of the levels of noise as generated by the channels themselves it 
wass found that the channels had typically 11 mVpp when the wide bandwidth-determining 
filterfilter  was in use. This figure goes up to 17 mVpp with the narrow filter in operation. The 
onlyy exception being channel '6' of each board which scored some 10 mV higher. 
Analysiss showed that the wire carrying the digital clock signal, which is used to operate 
thee narrow bandwidth determining filter, runs under a sensitive part (U12 and U13) of the 
circuitryy of channel '6'. 
Too eliminate this unwanted cross talk, the wire on the printed circuit board was fully 
disconnectedd by scratching through its copper on the J33 end of it and cutting pin 2 of 
U444 near the surface of the board at its other end. The connection was then re-established 
byy means of a coaxial cable, its shielding connected to analogue ground at J33. 

9.2.222 Sine - Cosine 90° splitters. 
Downn mixing in the filter bank is done by a mixer and low pass filtering, which down-
convertss a frequency band fl..f2 to -f..+f, with f = (f2-fl)/2. As 'negative' frequencies 
aree inseparable from positive frequencies, effectively the bandwidth is halved and hence a 
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factorr V2 in SNR is lost. One way to compensate for this loss is by using not only an LO 
inn a mixer stage for the band fl .,£2, but mixing the same band also with a 90° phase 
shiftedd LO and adding the detected signals in an analogue way. Special 4-terminal 
splitterss exist that split an incoming signal into two signals of the same frequency but 
withh a 90°-phase difference. The fourth terminal must be terminated with a 50 O resistor. 
Onn inspection we found that only half of those essential resistors were actually in place, 
therebyy nullifying the V2 gain in the other channels. 
Off  course these missing 50 Q terminating resistors were immediately brought into place. 

9.2.233 Not functioning LO. 
Onn the LO board there are 8 programmable local oscillators (LOs) one of which gave no 
signal.. Inspection showed that the grounded shielding of the output cable was also 
solderedd to the signal output, thus short-circuiting its signal. 
Thee faulty soldering was subsequently corrected. 

9.2.244 Analogue channel outputs. 
Singlee processing on-board the detector boards went all the way to the buffered output of 
thee 2-bit digitiser. For testing purposes, however, it was often necessary to view the 
analoguee signals on an oscilloscope. 
Ass the front plate of each detector board had some spare space between the inputs of the 
channelss '0' and '1 'a 9-pin D-connector was mounted there, connected to the point 
wheree the analogue signal was fed to the digitiser. A resistor of 100 O was used to avoid 
aa capacitive load of the last amplification stage and hence avoid the chance of any 
unwantedd oscillations. 

9.2.255 Loss of detected signal. 
Afterr the 'sine' and 'cosine' part of the signal path have been detected (U4 and U5), 
addedd (U10, Ul 1 and U9) and amplified (U9), the signal is sent to the low pass 
(smoothing)) filter (U6). The latter allows (in this machine) for a highest cut-off frequency 
off  50 kHz. Between amplifier U9 and the filter U6, however, is a fixed low pass network 
formedd by R6 and C4 with a cut-off frequency of 34 kHz, rendering the information in 
thee upper 16 kHz void. 
Thiss unwanted effect was remedied by lowering the value of R6 from 1 kQ to 390 Q in 
alll  64 channels. 

9.2.266 Insufficient bandwidth of the 'piggyback' amplifier. 
Caltechh found that the signal level from the mixers was not sufficient to drive the 
downstreamm circuitry. To rectify this, small printed circuit boards were 'piggy-backed' 
ontoo the mixer boards with a wide band amplifier giving an increase in amplitude by a 
factorr 100. Unfortunately the gain-bandwidth product of this amplifier was insufficient 
forr the required bandwidth of (at least) 2.5 MHz. With all other modifications in place it 
turnedd out that amplification by a factor 10 was sufficient. 
Thee amplification of the piggyback amplifiers was subsequently reduced to 10 and as a 
consequencee the bandwidth obtained was adequate. 

9.2.277 Configuration around the STEL chips on the LO board. 
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Accordingg to the manufacturer, the STEL chips required a couple of inductances of 1 uH. 
Onn the board, however, we found that most of these inductances were either missing or 
hadd the wrong value. 
Thesee deviations were subsequently rectified. 

9.2.288 Saturation in the transformer after the wide bandwidth-determining filter. 
Thee earlier mentioned narrow low pass filters could only be used up to a cut-off 
frequencyy of 50 kHz. When higher bandwidths were required the filter bank used another 
typee of low pass filter. The output of this filter was not a single terminal carrying a signal 
relativerelative to 'ground' but two differential outputs. In such a configuration only the 
differencee between the two outputs is relevant, whatever they have in common should be 
ignored.. To make best use of the available bandwidth, all frequencies between (almost) 
DCC and the cut-off frequency must be used. 
Ass the next stage in the signal path was the square-law detector with a single input 
terminal,, the Caltech design used a transformer, to change just that difference in output 
voltagess into a signal with the same amplitude Vout = +Vjn - -Vj n, but now relative to 
groundd (Gnd). 
Too use a transformer (see Figure 9-13) was indeed the simplest solution, but 
unfortunatelyy its specifications were such that lower frequencies (at amplitudes as were 
presentt in the filter bank) could not be handled. This was due to the fact that the 
transformer'ss core material went into (magnetic) saturation. Not only did this impose an 
undesirablyy high lower-limit on the pass-band, but during saturation the transfer of the 
higherr frequencies was seriously attenuated as well. 
Firstt it was attempted to use just a single one of the two low pass filter's outputs, but so 
manyy spurious signals were found there (which were common to both outputs) that the 
telescopee signals were overpowered. 

-vinn </) . • , (/) > v 

+Vinn K/) • * • (/) 1 Gnd 

Figuree 9-13 the transformer converts the differential signals +Vin and -Vin to a signal with the same 
amplitudee Vou, = +Vin - -Vjn, but now relative to 'ground' (Gnd). 

Thee solution that was finally implemented is shown in Figure 9-14 where a wide band 
differentiall (video) amplifier has the same functionality as the transformer, but without its 
limitations.. An added benefit is that its maximum output swing is even larger than that of 
thee transformer. 
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Figuree 9-14 an operational (differential) amplifier and some passive components; with all resistors R 
equall  the circuit has same transfer function as the transformer in Figure 9-13. 

Aroundd the amplifier are four identical resistors of 10 kQ and two capacitors of 6.8 pF, 
ensuringg unity gain and stable, frequency independent, behaviour up to some 2.3 MHz, 
enoughh for 4.6 MHz sky bandwidth. 

9.2.299 Sensitivity imbalance between the wide and narrow bandwidth determining 
filter. filter. 
Whenn a 'white noise' signal of certain strength is passed through a low pass filter with a 
certainn cut-off frequency, the RMS of the remaining signal is proportional to the square 
roott of that frequency (old Chinese proverb). The two bandwidth-determining filters 
typicallyy operate in the realms of 1 MHz and 10 kHz bandwidths and hence the RMS of 
theirr output signals normally has a ratio 10 to 1. Due to this difference in signal strength, 
changingg between the two filters caused a considerable resettling time for the circuits that 
removeremove the DC and stabilise the overall gain. 
Withh the change of R19 & R23 from 10 kQ to 2.7 kQ and a boost in the amplification of 
thee narrow low pass filter by adding a resistor of 339 Q between pins 5 & 6 of U4 and U5 
thisthis difference was all but eliminated. 

9.2.300 Incorrect grounding of the analogue D/A converter U36. 
Inn the original schematics there is a complete separation between the analogue and digital 
circuitry,, except for one point on each detector board where the two are joined. 
NeverthelessNevertheless we found strong digital signals in the analogue signals just upstream from 
thee 2-bit digitisers. 
Onn the detector board around integrated circuit (IC) AD7228 we found a discrepancy with 
thee schematics, where terminal 12 was connected to "digital ground" rather than 
"analoguee ground". 
Thiss terminal was cut near the IC and wired to analogue ground on terminal 10. An added 
benefitt was that a DC-offset between the two "grounds" of 25 mV no longer gave an 
unnecessaryy imbalance. 

9.2.311 Synchronising the power-on of the various power supply units. 
Whenn the filter bank arrived at WSRT it was found that several of the wide bandwidth 
determiningg filters (type 8131) were defective. These integrated circuits are so-called 
surface-mountedd devices, and are extremely difficult to replace. 
Att one instance when the power to the filter bank was turned on, not all supply voltages 
weree switched on at the same time. It was a frightening experience when not only all 
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channelss were 'dead' but also the - usually cool - detector boards became so hot that the 
IRR radiation could be felt on one's skin at a distance of half a meter. After an emergency 
shutdownn it was noticed that the heat was caused by the type 8131 integrated circuits. 
Too avoid the possibility that these circuits became unsettled when power supply voltages 
weree missing (could even lead to inverse polarities), several clamping diodes were 
installedd between the outputs of the various voltage supply packs. On the individual 
detectorr boards, similar clamping diodes were installed, which made it possible to remove 
andd reinstall detector boards even when the machine was powered on ("hot swapping"). 
Thee latter was particularly useful during the faultfinding and testing stages of the filter 
bank. . 

9.2.322 Useful add-ons. 
Finallyy some add-ons were made to facilitate the testing and debugging of the filter bank's 
hardware. . 

1.. Noise column for giant pulse observations. 
Ass described in "The effect of digitisation on the signal-to-noise ratio of a pulsed 
radioo signal" (one of the articles that is part of this thesis) 2-bit digitisers, especially 
whenn dealing with a detected signal, cannot handle such large signals as some of the 
giantt pulses (GPs) from the Crab pulsar. Because of that, all the filter bank's output 
signalss often just showed saturation during such an event. 
Thee last thing one usually wants to do in radio astronomy is adding noise to the 
incomingg signals, as this tends to worsen the already poor signal-to-noise ratio. In an 
attempt,, however, to determine the strength of these GPs we built an apparatus that 
allowedd us to add individual amounts of white noise (i.e. with a bandwidth of at least 
100 MHz) to each of the 8 WSRT bands. 

2.. Pulse generator. 
Manyy tests and studies were done together with Kouwenhoven, which allowed us to 
improvee our understanding of signal processing in general and of the dynamic 
behaviourr of the filter bank in particular. 
Ass the Artificial Pulsar could only switch between two levels of modulation, a 
continuouslyy variable amplitude-modulated noise source was designed and built that 
allowedd other pulse shapes than just rectangular to be used. Furthermore, the duty 
cyclee of the unit driving the artificial pulsar was fixed. To give some more freedom in 
thee duration of a pulse, a unit was made that gave a pulse with a width that could be 
variedd between 0.36 and 35 ms. 

3.. Audio amplifier. 
Itt is not always easy to tell from the screen of an oscilloscope what the naturee of 
interferingg signals is. To facilitate the identification of such signals we built an audio 
amplifier,, which allowed us to listen to the combined signals from the 2 x 8 outputs 
fromfrom each of the eight WSRT bands. 
Itt was gratifying to observe that more and more often strange signals were not caused 
byy anomalies in the filter bank's operation, but caused by signals from, for instance, 
thee Royal Dutch Air Force using radio transmissions for their communications. 

Fromm the above it wil l be clear that a considerable amount of time was required in 
recognisingg the problems, locating them, finding a solution for them, where relevant 
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makingg prototypes of 'piggy back' printed circuit boards and finally implementing the 
solutions.. Not just in one location, but most of the time in all 64 channels of the filter 
bank. . 
Itt wil l hence not come as a surprise that Hans Weggemans expressed, what all of us 
thoughtt by then, that the very next modification to the * flexible' filter bank would be 
donee with an axe rather than a soldering iron. 
Lookingg back at the time wasted on this machine, I find it extremely disappointing that 
Kulkarni'ss astronomy group never consulted Caltech's electronics group, as so many of 
thee above-mentioned mistakes could have been avoided. 
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9.39.3 Appendix  C - Programmes  for  off-line  GP data analysis 
Al ll  sorts of software for the off-line reduction of PuMa data from modes 0 and 1 has been 
writtenn for various applications. The author wrote a suite of programmes specifically for 
thee detection of GPs. 
Theyy are written in ANSI C and can run on UNIX and Linux platforms like workstations 
andd PCs. The minimum requirements are 512 MB of RAM and 20 GB of hard disk 
storage.. The amount of data resulting from the coherent dedispersion is such that a fast 
SCSII  disk wil l significantly reduce the processing time. 
Onn a PC with a Pentium II processor at 350 MHz a 3300 second observation in mode 0 
withh 10 MHz bandwidth requires a week of processing time. With a Pentium IV at 1.7 
GHzz and RAMBUS memory29 this reduces to one and a half days. 

Forr each observation - uniquely known by its observation ID - a text file resides in the 
user'ss home directory. All the programmes in the GP-suite that require initialisations 
whichh are typical for that run, will look for start values for the various variables in there. 
Thee advantages of that approach are that the user is no longer concerned with long and 
oftenn meaningless command lines for starting a programme and that afterwards can be 
seenn what initial values were used. A result of this is that the only necessary command 
linee parameter is that ID. 
Thee initialisation includes the names of the directories where the various input data files 
cann be found and where the output files must be written; useful for making the best use of 
thee available space on the hard disks. 
Thee first three programmes in the GP-suite work together: the output of one is the input 
off  the next. These programmes communicate with each other to ensure the 
synchronisationn of the data processing between them. All files consist of a header30 and 
thee actual data. 

1.. Tape2Disk 
Thee data tape should already be in the drive at start-up, because Tape2Disk first 
windss and rewinds the tape to loosen it up; a must when the tapes was stored for a 
longg time. It wil l then retrieve the -200 MB *.puma data files one by one, always 
tryingg to be one ahead of the file that is currently being processed by CoDeDi. 
Eachh file retrieved from disk is checked to see that it has the correct name (the 
namee contains essential information), that the file number in the file's header is 
thee correct one and that the file has the right size. CoDeDi is informed when 
everythingg is in order. 

2.. CoDeDi 
CoDeDii  processes the *.puma files retrieved by Tape2Disk. The data are read 
inn blocks of the length of the complex FFT. Paul van Haren wrote the FFT 
routiness used by CoDeDi; these routines were far superior over the routines that 

Mostt of the processor capacity is used for the Fast Fourier Transforms. With typical FFT lengths of 2 
thee processor cache is of little use and hence the processing time is largely determined by the speed of the 
buss that connects the CPU to the RAM. 
300 This header was defined specifically for the processing of all PuMa data and is commonly used by all off-
linee software developed at the astronomical institutes of the universities of Amsterdam and Utrecht. 
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aree commonly used, both in processing speed (especially for FFTs with over a 
millionn points) and memory usage. The later was achieved by transforming-in-
place,, which means that the time domain data and the frequency domain data are 
storedd and processed in the very same locations in RAM. After one cycle of FFT, 
phasee rotation and inverse FFT, the useful data are written out to *.codedi files, 
containingg the samples of the dedispersed X and Y polarisations. 
Thee processed *.puma files are deleted from the hard disk, except for the first one. 
Thatt file can be used immediately in case of a restart, rather than waiting more 
thann 3 minutes til l Tape2Disk has retrievedd it again from tape. 

3.. Ana lyse 
Thiss programme uses the *.codedi file produced by CoDeDi and produces two 
streamss of data. With pulsar period information from the ephemeris the pulse 
profilee is accumulated which will be used later to identity whether giant pulses 
weree received during the main pulse, the interpulse or during the off-pulse. The 
accumulatedd profile is saved to disk at regular intervals to *.profile files. 
Thee second stream results from giant pulse detections; the period information is 
usedd to determine the relative phase of the giant pulse. The period information is 
nott used to limit the search for detections during the main pulse or interpulse: the 
searchh algorithm has no Tcnowledge' of the pulse profile. 
Searchingg for giant pulses is done in the time series made up of the total power, 
i.e.. the sum of the squares of the samples of the X and Y polarisations. To boost 
thee signal-to-noise ratio, the Ana lyse program averages31 the samples over a 
givenn range. 
Strictlyy speaking this introduces a selection effect because peaks with a duration 
thatt is short compared to the averaging interval may well be smeared out and 
'drowned'' in the noise. In early runs rather short averaging ranges of ~1 us were 
used,, yielding vast amounts of false detections. Later runs were done with ranges 
thatt depended on the sky frequency in such a way that the averaging 'window' was 
approximatelyy half the width of a typical giant pulse. 
TwoTwo detection criteria are used, i.e. peak detection and skewness. Giant pulses are 
ratherr divers in shape, extreme cases with high peaks but a small overall energy 
contentt are ideal for peak detection, while higher energy pulses with hardly any 
peakss are identified by the skewness of the distribution. The combination of these 
twoo criteria made it possible to give each somewhat larger threshold, which 
greatlyy reduced the number of false detections . When a detection is made, the X 
andd Y voltages of the period in question wil l be written to disk in *,gp files. To 
avoidd the mishap that a detection falls on a period boundary, a longer interval -
withh 10% of the preceding and of the following period - is saved. 

4.. Monitor 
Ratherr than cluttering the screen with 'reams' of progress output, CoDeDi sends 
Mon i t orr regular updates of the state of its processing. The latter runs in its own 
windoww and displays the information in certain fixed fields therein. 

33'' The method used is 'moving average', rather than the more commonly used 'box car' method. Though 
computationallyy more intensive, it doesn't suffer from loss of SNR when a peak gets divided over two t>ox 

cars s 
32 2 Thee criterion used to identify a false detection was purely empirical and based on the shape; especially 
thee scattering tail is useful for that. 
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5.. GPShow 
GPShoww is an interactive programme allowing the user to look at the accumulated 
profilee and detections and to draw statistical information from the giant pulses. 
Forr each detection the user can choose to view the total power at various degrees 
off  averaging, to display the Stokes parameters or to interactively find the best 
valuee for the descattering time constant. 

6.. MFO 
Finallyy MFO searches through the output of three simultaneous observations for 
coincidencess of giant pulses. Once the telescope sensitivities at the three sky 
frequenciesfrequencies is known the programme wil l analyse the net powers of all GPs so 
thatt their spectral index can be determined. 
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